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ssh_askpass

Description
Prompt the user for a password to authenticate or read a protected key. By default, this function automatically uses the most appropriate method based on the user platform and front-end. Users or IDEs can override this and set a custom password entry function via the askpass option.

Usage
```
askpass(prompt = "Please enter your password: ")
```

Arguments
- **prompt**
  the string printed when prompting the user for input.

Examples
```
# Prompt user for passwd
pw <- askpass("Please enter your password")
```

ssh_askpass

Description
This returns the path to the native askpass executable which can be used by git-credential or ssh-agent. Most users don’t have worry about this.

Usage
```
ssh_askpass()
```

Details
On Windows and MacOS the package automatically sets the SSH_ASKPASS and GIT_ASKPASS variables on load (if not already set). If these are set you should be able to run e.g. `sys::exec_wait("ssh-add")` and you should be prompted for a passphrase if your key is protected.
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